
IMPROVE CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

REDUCE STAFF REQUIREMENTS

LATE ORDER ALERT

CUSTOMISED REPORTING

Number of Table Numbers

Radio communication 

Indicators 

Table identification 

Light detectors 

Device ID / serial # 

Power Consumption 

Power Source 

Wireless charging 

Charger 

Charging Indicator 

EMC Compliance 

Loc8   Size

Loc8 Weight 

Charger  Size

Power           

International Patents     

Max 999

2.4GHz Wireless 

Status, table tag detection

13.56MHz  tags

On both sides, to detect table surface

RFID tag on each device

Operational for 2 days without charging

SuperCap Capacitor

Flat to full in 2 minutes

20 Loc8-s stacked on two vertical rods

Individual status for each Loc8

C-Tick N-27639

105mm diameter x 17mm thick

150grams

240mm L x 115mm W x 210mm H

100-240VAC plug pack
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Table Numbers offer an efficient way to provide customer service. Loc8 solves the problem of finding the table 

your customers have selected. Loc8 replaces wobbly table numbers with a smart CD sized “puck” that reports back 

its location when placed on a table. The Table Number is displayed over the map of the restaurant on a screen at the 

service counter.

When the waitperson is ready to deliver the order, they glance at the screen and immediately see the location of 

the table. This eliminates waitpersons “hovering” and “wandering” while searching the restaurant for table numbers.

effective solution
 Loc8

Loc8 Table Numbers are stacked up at the cashier’s 

counter on vertical charger bars. At the time a custom-

er places an order the cashier gives them a Loc8 Table 

Number. When the device is removed from the charger 

bar a service timer is started for the order.

The customer selects a table, including indoor and out-

door areas and places the Loc8 device on the table. The 

device identifies the table based on identity stickers un-

der the  table top and sends the information wirelessly to a 

screen at the service counter.

How it
works

When the order is ready for delivery the wait-

person checks the screen at the service counter 

displaying the layout of the restaurant. The Table 

Number is displayed over the table where the cus-

tomer is sitting.

When the last ordered item is 

delivered, the waitperson picks 

up the Loc8 Table Number and 

returns it to the charger unit at 

the cashier’s counter. This de-

letes the order from the screen 

and stops the service timer.

The Loc8 Table Number can be placed by customers anywhere on a tabletop.
 
Multiple screens, tablets or even smart phones can be used by waitpersons and 
managers. The location is displayed over the restaurant layout map.

Loc8 Table Numbers are stored at the cashier counter on vertical storage rods doubling as 
a wireless charger.

Table Number colour indicates when an order is overdue.

Capacitive energy storage eliminates lithium battery related risks.

Super-fast 2 min wireless charging, 2 day battery operation.

Sealed construction, no connectors, to ensure long term reliability.

No more searching for Table Numbers to serve food and drinks.

Reduces the number of staff required at peak times.
 
Reduced delay for customers waiting for their order, turns more tables.

No more lukewarm food and drink, improved customer satisfaction.

Wobbly table numbers are eliminated.

Guests can freely move with their Loc8 between indoor/outdoor areas.

Simple operation, no training required.

Customized management report shows order fulfilment times & statistics.

Compatible with existing Table Number based restaurant solutions.

No hassle, simple installation.
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